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EL HEFE

El Hefe

The Boss

It's halloween, so don't just dress up, take the opportunity to give yourself a
promotion—if only for just an extend lunch. Be the boss of the office octagon. Nothing says "back off or get smacked down" like a lucha libre wrestling mask. I know
what you are thinking, "but I'm in my work clothes!?!" That's great, this costume
works best with a suit, tie, or your favorite power blouse. Just remember, your still at
a place of business so any head-butts, foul language, or ripping off of shirts is at your
own risk. So press print, get your boss on!
Tips for being El Hefe (the boss)
1. Walk with swagger, the more the better. If someone gets cute with you. That's perfect, that's what were aiming
for. Remember nothing fuels the wrestlers power like a jeering crowd. Own it. Clap for them, raise your arms in the
air and egg them on for more laughs.
2. Take a prominent place in the party, like next to food table. Turn around. Face the crowd. Fold those arms.
Raise your chin slightly upward and drink in the awe of the crowd.
3. Remember, if someone is determined to break down your character or is just plain tap dancing on your nerves,
you have the luchadors ultimate kiss off. Look them in the eye, pucker up and give them the air-kiss goodbye.
This works best with with the brush off. Take one hand out your folded stance and shoofly them away. Use as
little effort as possible, a simple motion of a finger works awesome. Less is more with these moves because your
saving your energy to handle your business in the ring. The ring of big business!
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El Hefe
The Mask

Cut it out around the outside.
Cut out the eyes and mouth.
Use string or a rubber band to attach around your noggin.
Go forth and own the office.
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EL HEFE

EL HEFE
All Up In Your Business!

El Hefe
Belt & Wrist Band

Cut it out around the outside (I know, the belt is a tough one).
Get some double-sided tape or make do with the tape around the office.
Fasten as you see fit.

